THE LASER 128 SERIES is fully expandable to grow as your requirements grow.

5½” FLOPPY DRIVE 160K storage capacity

3½” DOUBLE SIDED 800 KB DISK DRIVE

EXPANSION BOX includes its own power supply. Two slots support Apple Ile peripheral cards.

PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE for connection to standard parallel Centronics printers.

SERIAL PRINTER CABLE for connection with standard serial printers.

MODEM CABLE puts you online with data bases and other computers.

RGB CABLES hook you into RGB monitors. (IBM, Thomson, Magnavox, Sears)

JOYSTICK for games requiring high speed hand/eye coordination.

CARRYING CASE protects your computer while travelling. It's fully padded and reinforced.

MOUSE allows interfacing without the keyboard.

TV INTERFACE an RF modulator that permits the Laser 128 to work with any standard TV.

MONITOR AND MONITOR STAND for easy and convenient viewing.
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TECHNICAL REFERENCE MANUAL

for advanced users.